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The sCience of aerotechnics is not yet so far ad.vanced as 

to give beforehand complete information concerning all the qual-

ities of a projected aircraft. Indeed, we doubt whether the 

science will ever be cleveloped so far. A new project vlill al-

ways be 0. ri sk, and -co a rr.uch higher degree as the project 

differs frolli those which have hitherto turned out ~ell. The fi-

nal judgment c~n not be given before the projec~ is put into ex-

ecution . 

.. However t~e SCience of aerotechnics is able to give a cer-

tain ruuount of useful inforffiation concerning a new project. The 

gre~ter the risk of a new project, the ffiore desirable is it to 

afply this informat ion which tl1e sc ience is able to give , and 

thus to dir.:inish t~1.e unavoidable ri sk o.s far as possible . Aero-

dynamiCS in its present S-G 2~te is well able to give valuaole hints 

for the development of ai rcraft, and to show beforehand the cer-

tain failure of ~any a ?roject J the money and time for the execu-

t ion of which could bet -cer have been se.ved or employed f Or a mOre 

promising project . 
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The Caproni Company recently built a seaplane of unusual 

design, tbe picture of which wo..s publis~J.ed in most <3.erotechni -

0al journals . The lliain supporting surfdces consisted of three 

triplanes in tandem, the lower wings being attac:1ed to a .111.111 

which was described as providin.; accolLodat ion fOr a hundred pas

se~gers . The chief cnar~cteristics were: 

Total weight 53,000 l",:)s. 

Total borsepmler 3,200 HP 

Total win§; surface 7,770 sq . ft. 

Span 108 ft. 

At one of tile first ili6hts t11e seaJ.:.,lane fell into a lake, 

nose down, and was destroyed . 

We wish to show in t~J is paJ;)er that this railul.'e could have 

been .f-redicted. It is not intended to examine the details of 

the airplane which are not yet known to us . We will only consid

er in certain respects L!lld in a rou.;h ~anner the perforn.ance to 

be expected, and examine in a wanner as rough., but quite suffic

ient for the present purpose, the longitudinal stability, the 

lack of wnich has caused the loss of tbe seaplane. 

The Performa....lce . 

The parasite "dragll of t~1e seaplane, with respect to the 

dynaruical pressure including the parasite drag of the win:;s~ t~1at 

is to say , the entire drag of the seaplane excepting the induced 

drag of the wings , ca....'1 be a.ssu~~ed to be cD S • q , where S denotes 

t~le entire area of the win:;s , cD a constant w!licl: can be roushly 
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estirr.ated to be . 04 for the Caproni seaplane; and q = 1/2 P V,z 

the dynartiical pressure correspondinb to t he v e locity of fli 6i1t 

V and to the density of the air p • The induced drag is* 

LZ 

q 1T 

L denoting the entire weight, and b t he SP~l of the wing s. The 

gap of the triplanes is not taken into consideration in this ex

p ression, but for the ~resent rough estimation it can be omitted. 

The entire drag is the sum of the t wo, i.e' 7 

D = cD S . q + 
q1T 

Le t r] be t he ef f ie i ency of the propellers. Then the thrust 

J.1orsepo VITer is 

P • r] = v [CD • S • q + 
q1T 

] 

q, t ~le dynamical pressure, 1/2 P V
2 ,contains the square of V" 

P t he density, depends chiefly on the altitude and decreases 

about 3.2% for each t i10usand feet. In the present calculation 

we will assume sea level. For constant density and a particular 

airplane the value of the right had side of (2) depends only on 

the veiocity V; and (2) can be considered as an equation with " 

one unknown quantity, if the horsepower is 6 iven. By solving it 

t h e g reatest velocity possible is obtained. This solution is 

performed most conveniently by substitution and trial. 

* See Report No . 114. 
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Equation (a) holds t~e only if the seaplane is flying at 

a constant height. If it is climbing, the energy required to 

make it rise must be supplied by the propellers. The flight ve-

locity will accordingly be smaller. The vertical velocity has 

its greatest value when the power required for supporting the 

seaplane is smallest. For t hen t he difference between the power 

delivered by the propellers and that absorbed by the seaplane, 

is largest; and it is this difference which is at disposal for 

climbing . Hence it ~s useful to kn ow the value of the smallest 

required power and at wh at veloCity it Occurs. We obtain the 

condition of smallest power by differentiating the expression 

of the power, the right hand side of (a), with respect to the 

veloci ty V 

(3 ) o = 
q TT 

These are the equations which we intend to apply. By sub-

stituting the particular values and choosing feet, pounds and 

seconds as units, but using m.p.h. as unit of velocity, we ob-

tain from equation (a): 

(aa) 3 z aoo x 550 x 0 .. 7 == 0.04 x 7770 
1.47 

2 390 + 53 z000 x x 1 X 

108
2 TT 

(ab ) 1,840,000 = 796 v 3 + a9,900.000 
v 

x 1 x v3 

390 

1 
V 

Th at is, V = 85 mt./hr., the maximum velOCity of flight. 

The differentiation of the right h and side of (ab) gi v es 
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2 . 39 V2 
- 29,900.000:: 0 

~ 

v::j 29,900.000 
2.39 

==59 . 5mi./hr. 

The required power at this velocity is 

11 P :: [0. 796. 59.5
3 

+ 29,900, 000 ] 1 . 47 
59 . 5 550 

:: 1 , 810 HP 

The entire available power, if the efficiency of the propel-

lers is taken as 70%, is 3,200 x 0 . 7 == 2,240 HP; so there remains 

for climbing 

2 , 240 - 1,810 :: 430 HP 

The rat e of climbing is 
P 
L == 430 x 550 ::: 4 . 5 f t .1 sec . 

03,000 

This corres~onds to 220 seconds for 1000 feet . 

The calculation, of course, is only rough-:~ , and can give on-

ly an indication as to the performance to be expected . The cal-

culation could be irrlp roved very much if more details were knovm 

and taken into consider ~tion. For the present purpose , however, 

the result is exact enough. 

The Long itudinal Stability. 

At fi rst sig ht the dimensions of the C aproni seaplane seem 

allTlost to be incompat ible with long itudinal st ab ili ty . Any sec-

tion of "\,v ing used in practice has a for;1ard motion of the center 

of pressure , if the angle of attack is increased. Hence they are 

longitudinally unstable and require a special contrivance for 

c ounterbalanCing, ordinarily a tail plane . The Caproni seaplane 

has no tail and no special tail plane . 
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Now it is true t h at t he third triplane can act as a tail 

plane if its angle of attack is correspondingly smaller than 

those of the first two trip lanes. In this case the first two 

triplanes must support the craft almost by themselves, and the 

third triplane acts only as stabilizer. But even then it seems 

doubtful whether the instability of the wing s can be counter

balanced, as a tail plane is only able to be effective if there 

is not too much wing area in front of it. 

For the present purpose it is sufficient to show this for a 

monoplane with a t ail plane behind it. The result obtained for 

it can be regarded as the first approximat ion for any other ar

rang ement. of Win6S. 

The tail plane is situated in the dOvIDwash produced by the 

wing in front of it. Its effective angle of attack accordingly 

is smaller than the actual (or geometrical) angle of attack. 

The difference equals the angle between the direction of flight 

and the direction of flow of the surrounding air relative to the 

airplane. Hence the lift is generally smaller than it would be 

without the existence of the downwash-. 

Let this difference between the actual and the effective 

angle of attack be called the "induced angle of attackll, it be

i~g caused by the wings in front of the tail plane. It is pro

portional to the coefficient of lift of the wings, and at the 

same tillie, to the actual en g le of attack of the tail plane. 

Whence it_ "follows that the rat io of t he actual and the effective 

angle of, attack is constant and independent of the angle or the 
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velccity . The percentae;e by which the effective a.Tlgle of at-=

tack is smaller than t~e actual angle is practically const~Tlt 

for a particular airplar-e and depends only on the dimensions of 

t:1e airplane. 

The more ~ing area in front of the tail plane, the greater 

is the ratio of the i~duced ~Tl61e to the actual angle, and if 

the area increase s more and more, ·,7e arrive 2.t last at a limit, 

where the induced angle is as great as the actual one . In this 

case the effective an6le is zero, and the tail plane has always 

the same an6le of attack with respect to the air surrounding it . 

Hence it can no longer produce stabilizin6 forces. If the area 

of the wings is increased still more , the effective ffi1gle even 

becomes negative and the airplane is less stable v:ith the tail 

~lane than without it. 

To make this idea practically useful, we will proceed to 

calculate the ratio of the two angles . This c~! be done approx-

imately in general . At small angles of attack the coefficient 
L 

of lift of the usual sections, S . q, increases by about 0 . 1, 

if the effective angle of attack increases by 10. This effec-

tive angle is not identical pith the actual angle . Even if 

there is no other body in the neighborhood, the wing is ' surround-

ed by downwash produced by itself. The angle of attack corres-

pondin6 to this dowmvash is properly called the lIself induced" 

anble of attack. For a particular coefficient of lift the ef-

fective angle of attack must be increased by this self- induced 

angle in order to obtain the actual angle . The self- induced 
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B...'Ylb1e of attack has a magr:i t"..la.e* 

= Q.i 
1T 

L 
_ 8 
I:) q 

s 

as is j;)Toved and demonstrated elsewhere. ** The angle of attack 

induced at some distance behilid the wing has almost twice this 

magni tude. The :T!athemati cal theory 6'i ves exactly twi ce the mag

ni tude, and experiment s have shown a magni tude of about 10% less 

than twice the self-induced angle. 

That is all we need. For, increasing the coefficient of 

lift by a cert ain amount 6 eL , the effective angle of att ack 

must be 
o 

increased by 10 . 
o ~ c
L

' the self-induced angle increas-

57.30 es by S L c
L

' and therefore the actual angle must ~e 
11 b 2 

increased by the sum of these; 

(5) 
57.30 S -- . -2J 

11 b 

The induced angle of attack behind the wing at the same 

time i ncreases by 

(6) 2 /:, a. = 
1. 

2 /:, c 
L 

S . - '" b~ 

The increase of the effective angle of attack of the tail 

pldlle is the difference between (5) and (6), that is 

( 7) 

The tail pl&~e is ineffective if the expression in the 

brackets is zero. In order to obtain a stabilizing effect we 

* Technische Berichte, Vol. II, p. 187. 
** Report No. 114. 
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must have 

(8 ) S b.2 < 0.55 

If we take ti.le smaller amount of the dovmwash behind the 

VlinOs ) obtained -:Jy actual tests, we obtain as a l:mit 

(So..) s < 0.7 
-2 
;:y 

(S) and (Sa) are the formulas -'Ie alluded to . The same consid-

eration also holds true for a more complicated system of wings. 

It is true tl1at the right hand limit in (S) is then somewhat 

changed. But t~le new value is not great ly different from it and 

the first examination can be made with formula (S) 

For the Caproni seaplane 8 7770 
1:)2 = 10 S2 = 0 .. 6S 

That is about the limit set by (Sa) A It would be necessary 

therefore to examine t:1e effectiveness of a tail plane bellind 

tile triplane more carefully. In any case, this tail plane must 

be unusually large in order to neutralize the considerable de

crease of the effective angle of attack caused by the downwash. 

Now the Caproni seaplane has no tail plane behind the third 

triplane and we therefore can omit this examination. If we con-

sider, on the other hand) the third triplane to act as a big 

tail plane, we have only to take into account the wing area in 

front of it . This is only 2/3 of the complete area; that is> 
8 2 

M b is only .43 and it may be possible that the balancing cap-

acity of this big tail plane would be sufficient. But we see 

that even the wing area in front of the last triplane is by no 

means very small when compared with the limit determined above. 
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However j the third triplc:ne acts only as a tail p~ane '',l11 -

der the condition that its actual angle of attack is consider

ably sr,1aller than those of the two othe r t riplanes. The fi rst 

two triplanes must sup~ort the craft almost by themselves . The 

center of g r avity accordingly must lie between the first two tri

planes, at least ne ar the middle point between them. The arrang

ments of the different parts of the Caproni se aplane, however, 

indicate that the center of g ravity does not lie there, but that 

it is in the neighborhood of the second triplane. The third tri

plane is not constructeQ as a tail plane but is designed to sup

port one-third of the craft. T~is can be seen from the photo

graphs of the seaplane. 

The center of g ravity of the empty hull is obviO~.lsly near 

the second triplane. The 100 passen6ers seem to be distriou~ed 

along the hull; its length, according to the photographs, is 

aoout 60 ft., its breadth seems to be nOr more than 8 ft. The 

floor area is about 480 sq. ft., that is, not even 5 sq.ft. for 

one passenger. It can not be much less. The windows of the hull 

also just ify the assu.rnption that the whole is occupied by the pas

sengers. The weigh~s of the three triplanes obviously are equal, 

and their positions are such that their COIDInon center of g r avity 

is in the neighborhood of the second triplane. The craft h a s 

eight engines which drive six propellers. The photo6 raph shows 

four engines driving three ~ropellers in front of &~d \tithin the 

first triplone, and an equ. a.l aggregc.,te at the third triplane. 

Their cor1ill1on center of gravi ty a lso lies in the nei ghoorhood of 
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the middle of the seaplane. There remains only the fuel . Its 

wei6ht even at the beginning of the flight is not great enough 

to chang e the position of the center of gravity very much. If 

the number of passengers is really 100, the craft can only car

ry a small quantity of fuel in any case. At the end of the 

fli ght the weight of the fuel is certainly small, and then it 

can not influence the position of the center of gravity consid

erably . 

We think that by all these facts the position of the cen

ter of gravity in the middle of the craft is sufficiently de~ 

monstr~ted . In this case, the seaplane is excessively unstable, 

H. is not necessa.ry to r..lem~ion that the instability of the 

three sincile triplanes adds up and is in no way count erbal a.Dced. 

The t~ree tri~1 ~1e s fo~ as it were , one big wing which as a 

riDole is u n stable beyond measure. 

In a certain state of flight let there be equilibrium, no 

matter whether ) roduced by the effect of the controls or by dif

ferent an61es of attac~ of the triplanes. Now, let the angle 

of at-t.::..ck to be sli3,htly incre~sed a.'1.d consider the increase 

of the lift of the three triplanes as a consequence . In this 

pa?er we intend to simplify the theoreti ca l connections as far 

as posai.:;le , preferring g reater clearness to a greater exactness 

in the result. For this reason, it will -De assumed that the 

win6 or triplane induces no dOimwash on any wing in front of it, 

and in fact , the induced downwash in front is not great . The 

induced angle of attack on the wing behind it shall be assumed 

to be twice the self-in~uced angle of attack . 
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Let /::,rJ be the increase of the angle of attack. The in-

crease of the actual angle of att ack of each of t he three t ri-

planes is identic al ~ith L 0 ~ out the incre a se of the effective 

angles is s~a11er. Fo r the firs~ triplane the increase of the 

self-induced anble of attack is 

t:, rJ . = 57. 3 
l 10. TI 

• ~2 ~t S say = m /::, Q 
b 1 ~ 

where ~ ~ denotes the incre~se of the effective an21e of at-
1 

tack and 

m = 57.3 
10. TI 

(DefiYli t ion) 

Hence , the increase of the effective an .;,l e of attack is 

/::, ~ = /::, cr - m ~ ~ and therefore 
1 

, 
1 

/::, ~ = 
/::, Ct (con:pare (5) ) . 

1 1 +m 

The second triplane not only experiences the increase of 

its self-induced angle of attack m • /::, ~ but also the induc-
2 

tion of the first triplane 
2 m A 

2m6~= ucr 
1 1 + m 

of its induced anble of attack is 

2m /::'0 + m /::, ~ =!J (( - 6 ~ hence 
1 +m 2 2' 

2 m 
/::, ~ = c6. 0 _l_--=l=-+~n:.:..l _ 

2 
1 + m 

. 

] 

For the tl1ird t ripla.Y1.e with the increase 

/::, ~ +/::, a [ 1 
4 w - 4r§ ] = ~ a. -/::, 

m 
3 +m (1 + m)2 

the increase is 

of 

\3 
3 

Th~ inc rease 

the induction 



1 -
8, [3 =6a. 

3 

4m +4nf 
I-tm (1+m)2 = 

1 + m 

'. 
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The lift of the three triplanes increases proportionaL!.y _·t o 

these calculated increases of the angles of attack. If the cen

ter of ~ravi ty is assumed to be situated at the seconci. t ri p lane, 

the increase of the lift of the third triplane does not counter-

balance til at of the first. If the di st ance s between the three 

triplanes are equal and denoted by 1 there remains a moment 

wh ich is not counterbal anced 

where, S/3 is the area of one triplane and q the dynamical pres"" 

sure. 

For the Caproni Seaplane 

-1 
. 77 70 m = 57.3 S 57. 3 "3 = 0.4 --. 3l:f 

-
10 TT 10 TT 1082 

M =6 eX- 1 q 7,1001 - . 

For q = 20 Ibs. 
sq . ft.' 1 = 14 ft.) we obt ain 

M = 8, ex.. 1,980,000 I bs . ft . 

The mor[lent of inertia of tile seaplane -vvi t h respect to the center 

of g ravity and the horizontal axis f r om left to right may not 1 bb 

2 
very d i ffe rent from 150 , 000 l bs . ft . sec . The t i me required to 

increase a deflection to the "e" fold of the original value is 

./ 150,000 
1,980 ,000 

= 27 sec. 
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Tl1~ inst abi li ty due to secti ons of the wing s is not t a...1..cen in-co 

account in this discussion. 

In spite of this great instability) there is no danger if 

the angle of attack has b e come very high, For at a very high 

angle of attack the lift of t he first tripl~~e ce ases to increase 

and then the airplane is in stable equilibrium . There can how

ever be no stability for small an~les; and in this manner the 

accident is said to have occurred. 

The calcul ation ~nich we have made does not claim to give 

an accurate result. It is only roughly made. The entire theory 

of staoility is not yet very far developed. We do not even know 

hOVi great an instabilit y is allowable wi. thout endangering the 

air}jlane. 

Experience has shown, however, that an airplane can be al

lowed to be only sli6ht1y unstable. The instability due to the 

change of the center of pressure of the winzs is too g re at al

ready and must be counterbalanced. The preceding calculations 

. show that the Cap rani Seaplane was exceedingly unstable. An 

accident as that which really occurred at one of the fi rst flight s 

Or at the first fli ght perhaps, is not, t h erefore, surprisirg or 

unexpe cted. 




